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The purpose of this master’s thesis and the research conducted is about the structure of solar 

cells, especially copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) thin film solar cell. The most critical 

task in the production of thin film solar cell is the scribing phase, where the scribing of the 

material layer without penetrating under the layers of material substance. The accuracy and 

fast production of solar cells requires detailed and continuous monitoring of the scribing 

process. For this reason, a laboratory study was conducted for this master’s thesis in 

improving the monitoring of the scribing process using an ultrafast laser and two monitoring 

sensors. In improving the scribing process, a nanosecond pulse laser was configured to scribe 

the top layer of backside of mirror while the high-speed video camera monitored co-axially 

and the spectrometer monitored the laser scribing process off-axially. As a result, the 

accuracy of the laser scribing process of one material layer and the monitoring of the process 

was improved considering non-damaging under layers.   
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1         INTRODUCTION 

 

 

This study is part of the European Commission Funded project APPOLO (FP7-2013-NMP-

ICT-FOF) and Lappeenranta University of Technology laser laboratory, which performed 

as a section under the work package of this project. Some European universities associated 

with each other on APPOLO project, mainly testing the modern application under laser 

manufacturing process. 

 

The laser material processing is an alternative manufacturing process to produce several 

more applications that are qualified. Non-contact, high speed and accuracy of the laser 

material processing represent it as a principle machine for micromachining industries. One 

of the progressive industrial micromachining field is a scribing solar cell. This is because of 

the fact that the foundation of the solar cell is a semiconductor and the accuracy of 

semiconductor scribing will have huge effect on solar cell efficiency. To produce the final 

solar cell, scribing several layers are required. Semiconductor layer as well as window layer 

and back contact layer. Scribing of different layers require the fast and accurate operator. 

The ultrafast lasers with speed of several millimeters per seconds and high level of accuracy 

could be a suitable device for this process. 

 

The quality and accuracy of scribing lines should be studied.  The common method for study 

of the quality and accuracy of laser materials processing is, by literature, observing the final 

product by microscope. This can be considered as a lack of monitoring laser scribing, 

especially with two sensors. The main question of this research is what the reasons are for 

monitoring the laser scribing process with both the off-axial spectrometer and co-axial high-

speed camera. In addition, different tests to consider the reliability and validity aspects of 

experiment are fulfilled. Even though, it should be considered, peer review is the best method 

of validation of research results [1]. Based on this approach, the following research is carried 

out.  
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1.1       Laser scribing 

To obtain best result from solar cell scribing the laser is chosen as machining tool. There are 

several factor to select laser material processing: non-contact, no solvent chemicals, selective 

material removal and flexibility. 

 

The advantages of non-contact process are:  there is no chance of tool wearing in comparison 

by traditional milling; superior handling will decrease the risk of ruining the process. 

Furthermore, no solvent chemicals process is needed that make it as an environmental 

friendly process. Likewise, laser material removal is selective material removal process just 

by selecting appropriate laser wavelength and energy density on work piece. Moreover, laser 

material processing flexibility is highlighted in soft retooling, because of advanced computer 

control is combined by programming interfaces. All of these beneficial aspects cause the 

laser material removal to be the best alternative process to chemical material removal. [2] 

Since the laser material removal is based on evaporation, low energy and high power density 

pulses are typically used as parameters in laser scribing process. Proper selection of values 

of these parameters decrease the heat-effected zone on the work piece. [3]  

 

The Gaussian beam is an appropriate laser beam intensity distribution. Therefore, it should 

be considered that the scribed area is restricted by a laser beam diameter such that the laser 

beam power and intensity will effect at the 86.5% of focal point area whereas the 13.5% 

around the highest power density is not affecting to material. [4] The laser scribing with 

chosen patterning is applied for producing process of CIGS solar cell either flexible polymer 

or metal substrates. [5] 

 

Ablation comes from the Latin routs of ablation which means ‘a taking away’. Other familiar 

names for this process are scribing or patterning. The film generally must be heated until it 

evaporation. The material evaporation extends quickly and the gas is drawback from 

substrate, making a plume of gas or plasma. This phenomenon is creating a recoil pressure, 

which is based on the case of heated subject. Recoil pressure is helpful action to remove the 

material in molten phase as well as damaging the under layer. The other factors could effect 

on ablation are film- substrate adhesion, film cohesion and thermal expansion machining. 

[6] In addition, the term of scribing is commonly applied in semiconductor industry to define 

the die singulation technique. [7] 
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Laser material removal according to micromachining process should be divided into three 

principle stages: First, material absorbs the radiation of laser. Second, material is heated and 

finally desired material is removed. The first stage should be defined in such a way that 

absorption of laser light is corresponding by the band Gap of the material and free electrons. 

The reflection of surface should be considered since some part of radiation is lost at both the 

topmost surface and in interfaces of stacked layers of solar cell. The remaining part of 

radiation will travel into the material. These rest part of radiation is named absorptivity and 

it is formulated relevant to wavelength as [6] 

 

 A (λ) = 1 - R (λ) -T (λ) (1) 

 

In equation 1, R (λ) is shown the reflectivity of the material and T (λ) the transmissivity of 

that. Also the penetration depth of laser beam is defined in such a way that the laser light 

could travels to that specific depth of material before being completely absorbed. The 

spectral absorptivity curves for three main materials of CIGS solar cell is shown in Figure 

1. 

 

Figure 1. Absorptivity curve of Mo is shown dashed, and CIGS is shown solid and ZnO:Al 

is illustrated dotted. [6] 
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The second stage is heating which happens while the electrons in the penetration depth 

absorbed the energy and quickly transported this energy to the atomic lattice and converted 

into heat. The material removal is the last stage of this process. Laser ablation term is 

commonly used for material removal process by laser. [6] 

 

It should be considered that by selecting an appropriate laser features, including laser type 

and laser manufacturing parameters such as power and speed, even very reflective and 

transparent materials can be scribed. [8] The most significant parameters of laser process 

that should be investigated during the process of producing the thin-film solar cell are mostly 

related to laser beam. These parameters are pulse duration of laser pulse, shape of the pulse, 

repetition rate of laser beam pulses and laser power. [9] One of optimal type of laser to 

selectively remove material for thin-film devices is Ultra-Short pulsed laser because of cold 

ablation method, scribing process is done in low temperature. [10] Another excellent laser 

type is a pulsed fiber laser. This specific type of laser has noticeable impact on the dynamics 

of selective removing material from different layer of thin-film CIGS solar cell. [11] The 

laser scribing process in thin-film applications prevents damaging the materials which are 

positioned on the under layer. [12] 

 

1.2 Spectrometer 

Spectroscopy was a research area about reciprocal action between radiation and material by 

considering the wavelength. Considering spectral variables is necessary to get more familiar 

to the spectroscopy process. 

The electromagnetic spectrum has huge range of spectrum. These range stats from Cosmic 

Ray and ends at Infrasonic. This spectrum includes ultraviolet (UV), visible radiation and 

radiation as radio.  The electromagnetic radiation is formulated by its energy: [13] 

 

E =h*ν (2) 

 

In equation 2, the unit of energy is in joules, h is constant of Planck, which is 6.62 *10 -34 

and ν is frequency in unit of Hertz or cycle per second. Electromagnetic radiations are 

recognized as a mixture of electric and magnetic field that can be convert to each other while 

pass through space as a wave. Because of wave behavior of electromagnetic radiation, can 
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categorized in terms of unit based on either wavelength or frequency. This is the most 

important variable of spectrum, also the specific formula for that is: [13]   

 

ν = C /λ (3) 

 

In equation 3, the unit of frequency (ν) is cycle per second, C is speed of light, which is 3* 

108 m/s, and λ is wavelength in unit of meters. The wavelength is better to represent in UV- 

visible spectroscopy. (1nm= 10-9 m) on a sinusoidal wave, the path between two points of 

equal phase is termed λ or mentioned to as a spectrum. [13, 14] 

 

The spectroscopic method, which evaluates the condensation or rate of given types, is termed 

Spectrometry. In addition, the device, which is used to accomplish such assessments, is 

termed spectrometer or spectrograph. [14, 15] 

 

Several spectroscopy methods are categorized according to the nature of excitation 

evaluation. The physical quantity measured selects the kind of spectroscopy. The intensity 

is commonly a quantity, which measured as energy absorbed or produced. [15] 

 

 Electromagnetic spectroscopy includes reciprocal actions of material with 

electromagnetic radiation for example light. 

 Electron spectroscopy includes reciprocal actions with electron beams. 

 Mass spectroscopy includes reciprocal action of charged types with both magnetic 

and electric fields or one of the field. This word ‘Mass spectroscopy ‘is not an 

appropriate name for an evaluation technique which generate a spectrum to observe. 

This spectrum evaluation fundamentally is one of the kinetic energy of the particle, 

even though this spectrum has a variable of (m) as function of the mass. 

 Acoustic spectroscopy includes the frequency of sound. 

 Dielectric spectroscopy includes the frequency of an outside electrical field. 

 Mechanical spectroscopy includes the frequency of an outside mechanical stress for 

example a part of material while under a torsion. [15] 

 

It should be mentioned that the Electromagnetic Spectroscopy is used at this study. However, 

for more explanation about spectroscopic techniques there are more samples in following. 
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Another category for spectroscopic techniques titled by considering the evaluation process. 

Spectroscopic techniques are extremely different from atomics or molecular. This difference 

comes from that; they administrate for atoms or molecules. Therefore, the nature of their 

reciprocal action can be the foundation of their categorization. [15] 

 

 Absorption spectroscopy employs the area of the electromagnetic spectra while 

there is an absorption substance. Atomic absorption spectroscopy and different 

molecular methods are involved to this category.  

 Emission spectroscopy employs the area of electromagnetic spectra while there is 

an emission substrate. Primarily the substance has to absorb energy. The source of 

energy could be different and it nominates the type of the subsequence emission. 

 Scattering spectroscopy evaluates the volume of light, which is scattered by 

substance, at specific wavelength, incident angles and polarization angles. [15] 

 

1.3 High speed camera 

Another sensor at this setup is high-speed camera. Therefore, there is some introduction 

about high-speed camera technology. The most reliable reference for specification of each 

high-speed camera is its website for the company of the camera due to the extremely fast 

progress of electronic cameras technology. Primarily photographic film employed as the 

recording medium by the whole of high-speed cameras. Film is not only very expensive but 

also annoying to use. Creating each video takes between 15 to an hour and there is a restricted 

chance of preview of experiment. However, suppling better-maintained readout amount, 

even better than the fastest electronic cameras, could be the best reason for still large amount 

of film usage. There are several most common film cameras with lasers. [16] 

The advantages of the high-speed imaging usage are the reasons for such high demanding 

application. These advantages are express in following: sensitivity, information storage rate 

and shaping each image. It should be considered that the recording speed and number of 

separate elements or pixels generate the information storage rate. There is most common 

technology of high speed imaging methods which mostly mixture of them is employed. Here 

mostly common used devices are defined. [16] 

 

 Charge Coupled Device is abbreviated as CCD device. The function of this sensor 

is changing the incident light into stored electrons in capacitors. The speed of camera 
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is restricted by the readout of one pixel at once. The multiple readout taps are helpful 

for this restriction. 

 Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor is abbreviated as CMOS method. At 

this method a photo capacitors are most commonly applying instead of 

phototransistors. CMOS devices in comparison to CCD sensors include higher speed 

but lower sensitivity. 

 On-chip pixel storage. The main reason for this term is the structure of the electronic 

sensors operation. There are several sets of pixels on the same chip, while just one 

set is responsive to light and a physical obstacle normally covers other sets. The 

operation of this sensor is transferring the image from the light-response to the non-

response pixels after each exposure. This phenomenon occurs simultaneously for all 

the pixels. This is a rapidly fast phenomenon, which means it takes between 200 ns 

to one microsecond range. This phenomenon is termed as frame straddling. 

 Image splitting. A beam splitter split the entrancing image between two to eight 

separated sensors. These cameras are just light respond at the accurate time, which 

is prepared by a high-speed optoelectronic shutter. Employing the microchannel-

plates (MCP) method allows the shutter to capture the third generation image-

intensifiers shape. The advantage of these cameras is its fast frames rate from 

1000000 to 100000000 per second and disadvantage of that is the restriction of total 

frames stored. [16] 

  

1.4 Solar cell structure 

The solar cells work based on photovoltaic effect, which means producing different potential 

on the interface of two different materials using electromagnetic radiation (light). This effect 

is very close to photoelectric effect. The photoelectric effect is defined in such a way that 

the material with a specific threshold frequency absorbs light with higher frequency, and 

then the electrons are emitted from that material. The light is defined by quantum of energy 

so called photons so that each photon has the energy of h𝑣 (E= h𝑣 ). The photovoltaic effect 

is divided into three steps. [17] 

 

 First step, making the charge carriers because of absorption of photons in the materials, 

which form a junction: if the energy of photon was enough, then the excited electron travels 
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from initial energy level 𝐸𝑖 to Fermi energy level𝐸𝑓 and make the electron-hole pair. In an 

ideal semiconductor, the population of electrons is announced under valence edge band 𝐸𝑉 

and above the conduction band 𝐸𝐶 . The distance between these two bands is named 

bandgap𝐸𝐺and it is not acceptable for any energy states. The schematic of bandgap is shown 

in Figure 2. [17] 

 

Figure 2. Diagram of bandgap [17] 

 

 Second step, following separation of charge carriers, which are generated by photons in the 

junction: normally electrons prefer to come back to hole and recombine the electron-hole 

pair. To use this stored energy, semipermeable membrane is applied on both side of the 

absorber. This membrane just allows the electrons flow out into one membrane and holes 

into another. The importance of design of the solar cell is based on consideration of that the 

holes and electrons reach the membranes before they recombine. [17] 

 

Third step, gathering charge carriers, which are generated by photons at the junction-

terminal. The electrical contacts collect the charge carrier from the solar cell. As it mentioned 

before, the electrical contacts should be applied in an external circuit. In this three steps, face 

of energy changes from the chemical energy to the electrical one.  Figure 3 is illustrated how 

semipermeable membrane avoided recombination of electron hole and instead guide 

combination of electron hole in such a way that electron go cross the circuit. [17] 
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Figure 3. Function of semipermeable membrane in semiconductor. [17] 

 

There are several prefixes for solar cell such as p-type and n-type, thin film and 

heterojunction. More explanation about those prefixes guides more knowledge about each 

solar cell functions as well as including different categories. Therefore, definition of these 

prefixes are in following: 

 

P-type and n-type: holes and electrons concentration area has their own name in 

semiconductors, foundation of solar cell. Holes and electrons concentration are called p-type 

and n –type respectively. While a semiconductor is exposed to a light pulse, the electrons of 

semiconductor will be excited and travels from the valence band of semiconductor to the 

conduction band, this phenomenon causes disequilibrium form of semiconductor so that 

extra holes are remained at valence band and consequently extra electrons at conduction 

band. While the pulse is paused the recombination of the excess electrons start to go back 

into equilibrium state. Different recombination types cause the variety of semiconductor 

specifications. It means that solar cell functionality is based on the recombination type. [17]  

 

Thin film: the thin film technology sometimes is called second-generation PV technology. 

The main reason for this name is the wafers of first generation are thicker than the film of 

second generation of solar cell. [17]. The thickness of material’s layer should be between 

sub-nanometer and few micrometers [18]. A carrier would guarantee the stabilization as a 

mechanical point of view of thin-film solar cell. Glass, polymer foils and stainless steel are 

common carrier materials. It also gives a permission of producing the flexible thin-film solar 

cells. [17] 
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Heterojunction: heterojunction is a kind of p-n junction while the materials of p-type 

semiconductor is different from n-type semiconductor. According to these categories, CIGS 

is one of the heterojunction solar cells. [18] 

 

1.4.1 CIGS Solar cell structure  

The copper indium gallium selenide CIGS is known as one of the most efficient thin film 

solar cell due to its efficiency of transforming the light into the electric power. It include 

efficiency of 18.8% to convert the power with an area of 0.5 𝑐𝑚2 and 16.6% on around 20 

𝑐𝑚2 from laboratory cell and mini- modules respectively. The chemistry formula units for 

commercial CIGS solar cell is Cu (In,Ga) Se2.  The briefly explanation about invention 

history of this specific solar cell are in following.  

 

The CuInSe2 was invented by Hahn in 1953, and in 1974 this material was categorized in a 

photovoltaic material. It has an efficiency of transforming the light into the electric power 

of 12 % for a single-crystal solar cell. In addition, its efficiency can be improved by 

implementing a three- source co- evaporating process on the thin poly crystalline films. The 

fundamental distinction between CuInSe2 and commercial CIGS {Cu (In,Ga) Se2 } is Ga 

alloy. The CuInSe2 conductivity was at very low level and cause to act as a useless 

photovoltaic absorber substance. Some other methods regarding improvement of  

  Cu (In,Ga) Se2  are in following. Overal, the first commercial CIGS solar cell was prepared 

at 1998. [19] 

 

The schematic of layer subsequence of a Zno/CdS/Cu (In,Ga) 𝑆𝑒2  which is a type of 

heterojunction solar cell is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. The schematic of CIGS solar cell. [19] 

 

There is typically a Mo layer with thickness of 1 µm, which is placed on glass substrate and 

implementing as the back contact for solar cell. The Cu (In,Ga) Se2 [p-type] which applied 

as the photovoltaic absorber material with a thickness of 1-2 µm, is placed above the Mo 

back electrode. The heterojunction is completed after these three layers. First, chemically 

bath deposition (CBD) of CdS [n-type] that has a thickness around 50nm implement as a 

buffer layer. Second, sputtering deposition of a nominally undoped (inherent) i-ZnO layer, 

which has typically thickness of 50-70 nm. Third, the heavily doped ZnO layer that has the 

3.2 eV band-gap energy. The ZnO layer is defined as the window layer of the solar cell due 

to its property of transparency for the principal part of the solar spectrum. [19] 

 

Two principle factors for improving the Cu (In,Ga)Se2 solar cell 

1) Replacing the partial of In with Ga, instead of pure CuInSe2 as absorbers. Changing 

the absorbers materials allows improve their band – gap from 1.04 eV to 1.1-1.2 eV 

for the high effective device.  Comparison between pure CuInSe2 and adding 20- 

30% of Ga as an absorber materials results in that the Ga added absorber have these 

benefits: producing the better band gap corresponding to solar spectrum and 

improving electronic quality of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 

2) The previous solar cell absorber (CuInSe2) have the counter electrode of CdS but 

then they are replaced by a combination of CdS and ZnO in Cu (In,Ga)Se2 solar cell. 

The previous counter electrode had the CdS layer with two thickness which was 

placed by Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD) while, the new generation of them has 
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CdS buffer layer with 50nm thickness is placed by chemical bath deposition and an 

extremely conductive ZnO window layer. [19] 

 

There is a band diagram of Zno/CdS/Cu (In,Ga) Se2 in Figure5, which shows this 

heterostructure under bias voltage. [19] 

 

 

Figure 5. Band diagram of CIGS solar cell. [19] 

 

A significant feature in Figure 5 is the surface defect layer (SDL) on top of the Cu (In,Ga)Se2  

absorber layer which has the 10-30 nm thickness.  The Ec denotes the conduction band 

energy and E v denotes the valence band energies of absorber layer. The quantities of the 

conduction band tilts at the window/buffer interface is illustrated by ΔEc
wb, also ΔEc

ba 

defines the quantities of the conduction band tilts at the buffer/ absorber interface. The 

quantities of ΔEv
int explain the internal valence band tilts which is existed between a surface 

defect layer (SDL) and the bulk Cu (In,Ga)Se2  absorber , on top of the absorber film. The 

ΔEFn define the energy distance between the CdS buffer/ Cu (In,Ga)Se2  absorber and 

electron Fermi level EFn. In addition, the neutrality level of interface phase is defining by Ф0. 

[19] 
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1.4.2 Fabrication of CIGS Solar cell  

The schematic of interconnection for production of Cu (In,Ga)Se2 thin-film solar cell is 

shown in Figure 6. [19] 

 

 

Figure 6. Fabrication stages of CIGS solar cell. Arrows are laser-scribing processes [19] 

 

This scheme shows that the principle of production is that the front layer of ZnO layer from 

one cell has to be connected to the back Mo contact of the next cell. Three various patterning 

phases should be applied due to get this connection. First pattern is used to make the 

separation of the Mo back contact. This phase uses a series scribes and therefore the width 

of solar cell is defined. This width is between 0.5 and 1.0 cm. This phase normally uses the 

laser as scribing tools. Next, the absorber and buffer should be deposition and the second 

patterning is applied. Then before the final patterning, the window deposition should be 

done. The final width of solar cell interconnects build upon both scribing tools and 

reproducibility of the scribing lines on the entire module. The typical interconnector width 

is around 300 µm, therefore interconnects are just occupied 3-5% of the solar cell area. [19]  
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Monolithic integration is the name of producing this connected series in its own construction. 

Although, photolithography and applying a light sensitive polymer mask are other 

procedures to obtain patterned thin film. However, in CIGS thin film, the glass substrate will 

be deviated under high temperature of the absorber deposition so; the mask lithography is a 

tough process as accuracy of controllability point of view. In addition, use of huge amount 

of chemicals in process for long time is not acceptable as economical or environmental point 

of view. [6]. Therefore, monolithic integration process is considered in this thesis. 

 

In solar cell manufacturing process, the first pattern scribing process is named P1. Second 

pattern scribing is named P2 and Third pattern scribing is named P3. The comparison 

between pattern scribing process by mechanical equipment and laser scribing is shown in 

Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. SEM image.a) Just P1 is done by laser, P2 and P3 are done with mechanical 

pens. b) All the patterning stages are done by laser. [6] 

  

Patterning CIGS thin film, for P2 and P3, as highest level of manufacturing is made by the 

mechanical pens. Although in this method, the primary fund is low and process is easy since 

limitation of removal layer from hard bottom contact to the softer semiconductor could be 

negligible. Nevertheless, there are some difficulties like tool wear and changing needle, 

which this will take time under machining process. In addition to chipping, a usual difficulty 

of mechanical machining a line, which is patterned mechanically, is unclear due to adhesion 

of individual layers. [6] 
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The laser scribing is an alternative process of mechanical scribing method. Nowadays, laser 

scribing is just benefited for bottom contact P1 patterning as highest level of CIGS 

manufacturing. To defense of alternative laser scribing process, several common benefits of 

laser scribing should be considered. Because of non-contact laser scribing process, no 

pressure is applied on the substrate, also disadvantages of tool wear and time-consuming 

task of needles replacement are denied. Moreover, laser beam and its movement is 

numerically controllable. All of these beneficial aspects cause to gain the straight and with 

sharp edge pattern lines. [6] 

 

Different kinds of laser ablation could be studied while the laser is chosen as the best solar 

cell scriber option. There are three different types of ablation: direct ablation, direct induced 

ablation and indirect induced ablation. These types of ablation are illustrated in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Schematic of different types of scribing process with their sample-scribing layer. 

[6] 

 

In Figure 8 image a) shows direct ablation, in which the laser beam removes just top layer 

of the surface while the laser beam exposed from the film side accomplishes this removal 

process. b) Otherwise, direct induced ablation is termed while laser beam goes through the 

substrate and the laser energy is applied at the interfaces of the substrate and film. The 

substrate must be transparent to the applied laser beam wavelength. The probability of 

getting more sufficient ablation from this method is greater than the previous one. There are 

some reasons that why direct induced ablation is more sufficient. Firstly, while a thin layer 

of material at interface is evaporated, then consequent expansion will remove remain part of 

the film. Secondly, the absorption losses in the gas or plasma plume can be prevented 

because of the laser beam goes across the substrate. In addition, laser optics are maintained 

more safely by this throw out fact, which is implemented by substrate.  
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The maintenance of direct induced ablation is that the back surface of substrate must be 

entirely clean and without any dust and scratch which will affect the accuracy of scribing 

Indirect induced ablation could be done while the substrate is extremely absorptive layer and 

the top layer, removable part, is transparent. [6] 

 

The Mo ablation (P1) could be done by direct ablation or direct induced ablation. The direct 

induce is a possible ablation method because of soda lime glass, commonly used substrate 

for CIGS thin film solar cell modules, is transparent for both first and second harmonic 

wavelengths of Nd:YAG laser,(1064 nm and 532 nm respectively). However, producers 

prefer the direct ablation method since the possibility of scratch and dust on the back surface 

of substrate or likely the complication of performing reversal laser ablation from the 

substrate.  

 

The direct induced ablation cannot be done for P2 and P3 of CIGS thin film solar cell 

modules since bottom contact is opaque and configuration of substrate. The ultrafast lasers 

remove P2 scribe of CIGS thin film solar cell under direct ablation method. Non-damaged 

Mo layer and minimal edge effect are results of this scribing method.  

 

The P3 [6] scribe of CIGS module is done under direct ablation. It seems that direct ablation 

process in P1, P2 and P3 scribes of CIGS thin film solar cell is more acceptable even with 

its difficulties. The indirect induced ablation could be another method to engrave P3 scribe 

in CIGS methods. The minimization of penetration depth is main facility of picosecond laser, 

provide an evaporation of a thin fraction of CIGS layer from interface of the CIGS and 

ZnO:Al. [part c of Figure 8.] This operation not only causes some soft surface correction for 

the CIGS layer but also produce sufficient gas phase to induce ablation of above layer and 

take it off efficiently. [6] 

 

There are more processes that are needed to be done to obtain a prepared thin film CIGS 

solar cell, producing electricity:  adding terminal contacts, a junction box, encapsulation and 

aluminum frame could be added in some situations. Laser removal could be an appropriate 

process to guaranty the efficiency of encapsulation. Laser eliminates semiconductor and 

metal films placed surrounding the modules to stop penetration of humidity and corrosion 

of thin film. [6]  
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The both module and sub-module of CIGS thin -film solar cell should be designed in such a 

way that the features of thin –film photovoltaic solar cell should be considered. [20] The 

alternative method to increase the efficiency of CIGS thin- film solar cell is light-soaking 

method. [21] In addition, suppling the CIGS solar cell rich in Cu allows to produce this type 

of solar cell with more absorber feature. [22] One of the post processing method to increase 

the solar cell efficiency which is highly related to amount of solar cell absorption, is applying 

the laser induced periodic surface structures. [23] It has been investigated that the P2 layer 

scribing of the CIGS thin-film solar cell is highly impacted via laser apparatus. [24] 

Evaluation of the scribed electrical resistivity could supply the optimization of the P2 laser 

scribing process. [25] It should be mentioned that generally, scribing the large amount of 

solar cell and interconnecting them in series module causes the reduction of photocurrent 

trend. [26, 27] This phenomenon occurred because of the trend of resistive losses decreased 

in thin layers. [28, 29] 

 

According to Burn et al. [30]   In the monolithic integration of CIGS solar cell scribing all 

cell interconnections, series of thin- film patterning, is a demanding aspect of producing 

process. Producers prefer to select an appropriate laser processor on CIGS solar cell 

production as an alternative scribing processor. Width reduction of interconnect and more 

qualified scribed lines by the ultrashort laser pulses are reasons for this tendency. Therefore, 

the fiber laser is a suitable equipment for picosecond scribing lasers. [30] To present the 

profitable laser scribing system on the CIGS solar cell patterning modules an all-in-fiber 50 

picosecond pulse MOPA laser source is applied. In addition, adjusting and great tuning of 

scribing process to a 50-picosecond pulse all in fiber laser covers the validity aspect of fiber 

laser as a scribing tool. The reliability aspect of fiber laser as a scribing tool is covered by 

implementing P3, P2 and P1 scribing pattern on CIGS thin film solar cell. Fiber laser 

produces an optimized pulse energy in all processes. The final practical modules with full 

interconnect is analyzed by the SEM images and electrical performance data. The practical 

module prepares 15.3 % of efficiency under a non-productive area of 125µm. [30]  

 

According to Gecys et al., [31] high performance and cheap price of CIGS thin film solar 

cell cause to made it as a promising type of solar cell. The laser scribing must definitely be 

chosen as solar cell scribing tools. The reasons for this selection are the resistance losses and 

decrease photocurrent in thin films solar cell in such a way that the small part must be serially 
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interconnected and protect the cell efficiency with large area. The outcomes of the single 

and multiple picoseconds pulse laser beam in parallel mode is studied.  The specifications 

of applied laser at this experiment are 10 ps and 100 kHz (PL10100, EKSPLA). The quality 

evaluation of the scribing process is implement by optical and scanning electron microscope 

(SEM images) and transformation of construction in the CIGS solar cell is checked with 

Raman spectroscopy analysis. The confocal Raman spectrometer or microscope LabRam 

HR800 (Horiba Jobin Yvon) [31] is implemented at this research.  It is concluded that four 

parallel beams need less power for scribing and scribing CIGS material with low energy 

pulse beam causes the considerably reduction of the molten area. In addition, picosecond 

lasers could be a suitable performance device for scribing process because of basic 

harmonics and high repetition rate. Furthermore, these lasers with mixture of parallel beam 

method could be an effective and speedy scribing process of CIGS thin film solar cell, ideals 

feature to production of large amount in industry. All of these conclusions comes from the 

quality evaluation, which are done by Raman spectra and scanning electron microscope. [31]  
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2         APPLIED DEVICES 

 

 

There are several used devices at this experiment: pulsed laser source, scanner head and 

camera adaptor, Baumer high-speed camera, spectrometer, Optronics high-speed camera and 

Cavilux active illumination components. It should be mentioned that Baumer high-speed 

camera is used for first experiment and in the second experiments the camera used was 

Optronics high-speed camera and illumination components are added. The more clarification 

about station is explained and shown in chapter 3. All definitions of these required 

components are in following sections. 

 

2.1       Ytterbium Fiber Laser 

The applied laser for the scribing test at this thesis is MOPFA pulsed Ytterbium fiber laser 

from IPG company which is used for original equipment manufacturer applications. The 

beam quality M2 of this laser is less than 1.5, the average output power of the pulse laser is 

20 J/S, and it supply the 1mJ pulse energy. The laser is managed by the IPG control software. 

Other specifications of laser are shown in appendix 1. [32] 

 

2.2       Scanner head and Camera adapter 

The other components at this station are Scanlab scanner head and camera adapter. Scan 

head prepares more flexibility for laser process. Scanner head principally bend the laser 

beam to F-theta lens. The F-theta objective lens of scanner head focuses the laser beam 

straightly correspond to the angle of the incidence beam. [33] 

 

The camera adapter supplies the possibility of monitoring maximum size of the scanner 

head’s working field. The camera adapter can be installed between the scanner head and 

laser beam collimator by help of its mechanical interface. The main function of the camera 

adaptor is to maximize the size of monitoring. Another important function of the camera 

adaptor can be expressed as optimizing the quality of image through its adjusted iris 

diaphragm. The Scanlab scanner head and camera adapter is shown in Figure 9. Other 

specification of them is shown in appendix 2. [34] 
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Figure 9. Schematic of Scanlab camera adapter and scanner head. [33, 34] 

 

2.3       High speed camera Baumer 

The High-speed camera Baumer involves not only flexible interface kinds but also 

progressed sensor technology (Baumer- industrial camera page 6 operates operates). Some 

principle specification of this standard type of camera is express in follow: 

 Inputs and outputs can independently configure. [35] 

 It individually includes three inputs and outputs. 

 Programmable logic controller (PLC) tune the signal level. 

The both sides of Baumer camera are shown in Figure 10 and more detailed specifications 

about the camera such as dimensions are shown in appendix 3. 

 

 

Figure 10. Baumer camera. [35] 
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The image acquisition in this camera involves two continuous individual components. For 

image acquisition process, first step is exposing the pixels on the photo responsive area of 

the sensor. Next, the first step should be fulfilled. Then, the pixels are readout. Therefore, 

the user can set the exposure time, which is shown as t exposure , while the readout time ,t readout 

, is specified by image format and the specific sensor.  Three different modes of Baumer 

camera operations are: Free Running mode, Fixed Frame –rate and Trigger Mode. According 

the selected mode and mixture of exposure and readout time, the function of cameras can be 

non- overlap or overlapped. [35] 

 

2.4       Spectrometer HR2000+ 

The HR2000+ Ocean optics is the spectrometer, which is used in this study. This 

spectrometer is a kind of high-speed small fiber optic spectrometer. The optical resolution 

of this spectrometer is about 0.035nm (FWHM). Although this spectrometer is receptive to 

the interval wavelength from 200 to 1100nm.The other specification of HR200+ is 

transmites1ms spectra sequentially, which categorized it as a kind of fast spectrometer. Thus, 

this spectrometer is suitable for monitoring the quick processes in which the high resolution 

is required. The wavelength calibration coefficients, Linearity coefficients and the serial 

number unique to any spectrometers are the necessary information, which must be 

programmed into a memory chip of any spectrometers. This task allows the software of 

spectrometer, to be able to read the values from the spectrometer. Because of this factor, hot 

swapping of spectrometers with PCs is possible. It is optional for HR2000+ spectrometer to 

be connected to a notebook or desktop PC by USB port or serial port. The beneficial aspect 

of connecting the HR2000+spectrometer to the USB port of a PC is removing an outdoor 

power supplied due to receive the power from the host PC. The diagram of light movement 

inside the HR2000+ spectrometer is shown in appendix 4, also specification of this 

spectrometer is shown in appendix 5. The HR2000+ ocean optics with attached cables is 

shown in Figure 11. [36] 
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Figure 11. Optronics spectrometer. [36] 

 

 The Ocean View software manages the HR2000+, which is a java-based spectrometry 

software platform with the possibility of windows operation. This software is user-friendly 

as a progressive acquisition and presenting program point of view. Therefore, a different 

kind of signal processing operations for a real-time interface could be available. Analysis of 

spectroscopic absorbance, reflectance and emission is another capability of this software, as 

well as doing reference monitoring and time acquisition tests. 

 

2.5       High speed camera Optronics 

The next high speed camera that installed to the experiment station is Optronics CR3000* 

2. This camera is chosen because of its great amount of memory (8 GB) which allows to 

more flexibility to select the desired frames of video. This camera is synchronized with 

illumination lasers at second experiment. 

The fundamental Optronics CR3000*2 digital high-speed video camera without any 

connectors is shown on the Figure 12. The other specification of this camera is attached to 

the appendix 6. [37] 
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Figure 12. Optronics high-speed camera. [37] 

  

The Time Bench software is used for this camera. This software includes optimized defaults 

to collaborate with large amount of image data. The applied specification at this camera is 

shown in Table 1: [38] 

Table 1. The high-speed camera software applied parameters. 

Frame Format 512*512 

Frame Rates (FPS) 4000 

Exposure Time (sec) 1/4000 

Gain 1 

Recording Memory (%) 25 

Recording Time 2046 

Trigger  

Synchronization External 

Trigger Source External TTL raising edge 

 

2.6       Illumination components 

The CAVILUX HF is implemented as an illumination source at this experiment. This 

friendly user device is a pulsed diode laser light which make the high-speed monitoring more 

accurate. This illumination device generally involves five principle components: laser unit, 

Control unit, Cavilux control software, Adjustable illumination optics, Cables, and power 

supplies. All of these main components are shown in Figure 13. Other specification of 

CAVILUX HF is attached to appendix 7. [39] 
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Figure 13. Illumination components. [39] 

 

The laser unit specifications are 500 W, 810 nm. In addition, the optical fiber is 2 m length 

with 1.5 mm core diameter. The Cavilux control program is applied to pattern the pulse. In 

pulse patterning block, the odd channels are for cameras, which shows as cam, and even 

channels are for laser unit, which shows as laser. Each channel includes three columns. First 

column expresses the logic state of signal; zero means signal off and one means signal is on. 

Second column expresses the temporal duration with microsecond unit. Last column 

expresses the multiplication of temporal duration. The applied pulse pattern for second 

experiment is shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14. Used pulse patterning.  
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3        EXPERIMENTED 

 

 

The experiments were done with two different high-speed camera settings observing the 

scribing process. They are categorized at two different section: First experiments and second 

ones. At first experiment the Baumer High speed camera was used whereas the second one 

was carried out with the Optronics high-speed camera. For the second experiment, the 

illumination components were added. The first scribing level of CIGS thin film solar cell is 

just removing the Mo from the glass substrate, scribing one layer without penetrating the 

under layer. The similarity of first CIGS patterning P1 cause to use the back of normal mirror 

as a scribing material. Moreover, the patterning of scribing dimensions is relevant to each 

experiment. 

 

3.1       First test 

The first monitoring test was done by observing the scribing process with the Ocean optic 

HR2000+ spectrometer and high-speed camera Baumer. The spectrometer monitors the 

process off-axially while the high-speed camera monitors co-axially. These monitoring 

sensors with other principle components of the experiment, which are applied on the station, 

are shown in the Figure 15.   

 

Figure 15. Main component of monitoring the scribing test 
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The test is done on the backside of the mirror and the critical aspect of the scribing is that 

removing the coating layer regarding by non-damaging layer of the reflective metal, which 

is Hg at this sample. The structure of the normal mirror is shown in following Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16. Construction of normal mirror. [40] 

 

At this experiment due to not using, the illumination components there were no restriction 

on size of scribing pattern. The big size is selected to gain more accurate monitoring results 

from spectrometer and high-speed camera especially at end of scribed line, changing the 

scribing direction. The scribed pattern according to first test is shown in Figure 17. 

 

 

Figure 17. Scribing pattern. 

 

The adjusted parameters for Baumer high-speed camera are; frame format sets as 656*656 

and Frame Rates sets at 200 fps. In addition, Different parameters of scribing laser source 

such as power(J/S), speed (millimeter per second) and pulse duration(nanoseconds) were 

applied at scribing process on the sample due to research the non-damaging under layer of 

coating mirror. The focal length stayed the same at all the different tests. The used 

parameters are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Different used parameters for first experiment. 

attempt Laser power 

(J/S) 

Focal length 

(mm) 

Speed (m/s) Pulse duration 

(ns) 

a) 20 125.5 500 100 

b) 20 125.5 250 4 

c) 20 125.5 200 14 

d) 10 125.5 1500 100 

e) 20 125.5 500 50 

f) 20 125.5 150 4 

g) 20 125.5 50 4 

 

 

3.2       Second test 

The second monitoring test was done by the Ocean optic HR2000+ spectrometer and high-

speed Optronis camera while the work piece was illuminated with Cavitar laser illumination 

system. The same as previous test, spectrometer monitors the process off-axially while the 

high-speed camera monitors co-axially and illumination laser was installed off-axially. The 

ready station with all main components is demonstrated in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. Final station components 

 

The dimension of the pattern should be changed regarding the diameter of illumination laser 

beam. It means that to achieve the enough brightness for monitoring with camera, the 

scribing pattern must be under illumination. The core diameter of illumination fiber is 1.5 

mm so, the first pattern scribing was not illuminated perfectly. To illuminate the whole part 

of work piece, the new and smaller dimension is needed for pattern scribing. Thus, the new 

dimensions of pattern are shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Scribing pattern with new dimensions 

 

3.3       Repeatability 

Checking the repeatability of the experiment was the main concept of this test. Therefore, 

spectrometer and high-speed video camera were respectively monitoring off-axially and co-

axially the scribing process according to laser parameters, which are demonstrated on Table 

3. 

 

Table 3. Same parameter for all tests. 

Attempt laser power 

(J/S) 

focal length 

(mm) 

laser speed 

(mm/s) 

pulse duration 

(nm) 

a) 20 125.5 500 100 

b) 20 125.5 500 100 

c) 20 125.5 500 100 

d) 20 125.5 500 100 

 

3.4        Effect of focal length 

The focal length is one of the most important factor on laser processing. Based on this state,  

other test was done to monitoring the laser scribing process by spectrometer off-axially and 

high-speed video camera co-axially. Therefore, different specification of laser is kept same 

except the focal length. The change of values of parameters is shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Different focal length. 

Attempt laser 

power 

(J/S) 

focal length 

(mm) 

laser speed 

(mm/s) 

pulse duration 

(nm) 

a) 20 125 500 100 

b) 20 125.5 500 100 

c) 20 126 500 100 

d) 20 126.5 500 100 

 

 

3.5        Effect of laser power 

Another principle laser parameter is laser power. According to this state, different laser 

power for scribing process was tested at this study and the result of monitoring the process 

by spectrometer and high-speed video camera were evaluated accordingly. The change of 

values of parameters of this specific test is shown in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. Different laser power. 

attempt laser 

power 

(J/S) 

focal length 

(mm) 

laser speed 

(mm/s) 

pulse duration 

(nm) 

a) 20 125.5 500 100 

b) 17 125.5 500 100 

c) 13 125.5 500 100 

d) 10 125.5 500 100 

 

3.6 Pulse duration 

The last changing parameters of laser beam is related to pulse duration. Here different pulse 

duration was applied to scribing process and both sensors, spectrometer and high-speed 

video camera monitored those. The change of values of parameters is illustrated at Table 6. 
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Table 6. Different pulse duration. 

attempt laser 

power 

(J/S) 

focal length 

(mm) 

laser speed 

(mm/s) 

pulse duration 

(nm) 

a) 20 125.5 500 200 

b) 20 125.5 500 100 

c) 20 125.5 500 50 

d) 20 125.5 500 14 
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4         RESULTS 

 

According to two different experiment sections, there are two different results parts. The 

first part, different laser parameters are applied and different scribing results are illustrated. 

In addition, damaged and non-damaged scribing tests is illustrated. In damaged scribing 

results, mirror was transparent from both sides. Appropriate laser parameters are obtained 

from this test and monitoring results of the spectrometer and Baumer high-speed camera are 

shown. The monitoring results are regarded to the appropriate laser parameters under result 

of first test. At second experiment, the results are divided into four different sections; first 

section is just carried out to justify the reliability and validity aspects of the experiment, 

repeatability. On the other sections, just one laser parameter is changed by considering 

appropriate one. The other sections are called: focal length, laser power and pulse length. 

 

4.1       Result of first experiment  

This part has demonstrated the results related to several distinguished experiments which are 

carried out to find out the appropriate laser parameters for second laser scribing tests, the 

applied laser parameters are shown in Table 2. As a consequence, different scribing results 

and failures are demonstrated here. In addition, the results of monitoring with both sensors, 

the spectrometer and Baumer High-speed camera are shown while the appropriate scribing 

parameter is figured out. 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Scribing samples with different parameters of laser, in order of power (J/S), 

speed (mm/s) and pulse duration (ns). 
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Some test leads to remove the reflective metal as well, which are undesired results. These 

tests include the laser parameters of (20, 150, and 4) and {20, 200, and 14}. The undesired 

results are shown in Figure 21. 

 

 

Figure 21. Penetration to the reflective metal layer. 

 

Other used parameters show the penetration scribe depth at the corner of samples. According 

previous results, the non-damaging sample is shown in Figure 22. The parameters of laser 

source for this specific test (20, 500,100) are relevant to power (J/S), speed (mm/s) and pulse 

duration (ns) respectively. 

 

Figure 22. Sample of non-damaging scribing test 

 

The Ocean optic HR2000+ spectrometer and high-speed camera Baumer are simultaneously 

monitoring this non-damaging scribing test, while this process was under direct ablation 

process. The spectrometer results are shown in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23. Spectrometer results 

 

 As it shows in the figure, there are four specific changes in diagram and the biggest change 

is related to the point at wavelength of 540 nm and intensity around 1100, which is indicated 

with green line. The result of monitoring with Baumer camera of this scribing test, relevant 

to this spectrometry is shown in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24. High-speed camera result 

 

4.2       Results of second experiment 

The results of second test were obtained in which the test station includes the following 

changes, the illumination components were added and the high-speed video camera was 

changed. However, the method of ablation was the same as previous, direct ablation. The 

subsequent results are achieved according to change laser parameters, which are explained 
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before the results of spectrometer and high-speed camera as a table for each part. These 

results are divided to four different sections: repeatability, focal length, different laser power 

various pulse duration.  

 

4.2.1     Repeatability  

 

The spectrometer result is shown in Figure 25. It shows that four different times scribing test 

gives the results very close to each other. Each colored line expressed one test in which their 

wavelengths are from 450 to 640 nm related to 1000 AU (intensity). 

 

 

Figure 25. Spectrometer results for repeatability part. 

 

In addition, the result of high-speed video camera is shown in Figure 26. Each one of these 

Figure are related to each test.  It is tried to select the figure of similar line of scribing test 

for all of the camera results because of making it more comparable. There is a dark area at 

some corner of scribing test, which comes from the small diameter of illumination laser (1.5 

mm) also the main reason to make the scribing pattern model smaller. 
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Figure 26.  High-speed camera results for repeatability part. 

 

4.2.2     Focal length  

 

The spectrometer and high-speed video camera results are according to these changing 

parameters. The result of spectrometer is shown in Figure 27. These are in order of red, blue, 

pink and dark green regarding to order of focal length of Table 2. The horizontal light green 

line is showing the peak amount of highest scribing test and what are the position of other 

scribing tests is at this specific point.  

 

 

Figure 27. Spectrometer results for focal length part. 

 

The results of high-speed video camera are shown in Figure 28. The order of placing these 

four pictures are based on order of focal length changing. It means the picture a, is related to 
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focal length of 125 mm and so on. The picture b is achieved from the standard focal length 

of laser specifications.  

 

 

Figure 28. High-speed camera results for focal length part. 

 

4.2.3     Laser power  

 

The results of monitoring the scribing test by spectrometer according to Table 3 is shown in 

Figure 29. These colored lines show the different scribing test by order of changing the laser 

power and the order of colored line is; black, dark green, red and blue. In addition, the 

horizontal light green line shows the peak information of highest scribing test and other 

scribing test positions at that moment. 

 

 

Figure 29. Spectrometer results for laser power part. 
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The results of monitoring with High-speed video camera is shown in Figure 30, in order of 

the changing the laser parameters according to Table 4.   

 

Figure 30. High-speed camera results for laser power part. 

 

4.2.4     Pulse duration 

 

The results of spectrometer for different of pulse length is shown in Figure 31. These four 

different colored lines, corresponding to order of pulse duration parameters, are in order of 

blue, red, pink and dark green.  

 

 

Figure 31. Spectrometer results for pulse duration part. 
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The results of High-speed video camera for different pulse length are shown in Figure 32. 

The order of pictures in this Figure is the same order as Table 5 parameters and spectrometer 

results. 

Figure 32. High speed camera results for pulse duration part.  
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5        ANALYSIS 

 

This chapter is divided to three main parts. The results of the first experiment are analyzed 

at first part. At the second part the result of final experiment is evaluated by considering the 

recent components, the result of spectrometer and high-speed camera are individually 

discussed. Finally, several possibilities to progress of experiment are figured out. 

 

5.1        Critical aspect of first experiment 

The bigger scribing pattern is applied at this test and the sample of scribing is backside of 

mirror because of structural similarity with P1 CIGS thin film solar cell. Several tests related 

to different laser parameters are applied to achieve the desired scribing depth parameters. It 

means that the coating layer of mirror should be remove without damaging the downer layer.  

This function is a crucial task in solar cell scribing. At this experiment, spectrometer off-

axially and high-speed video camera co-axially monitored the appropriate scribing test and 

desired parameters is figured out.  

 

5.2       Critical aspect of second experiment 

The second experiment is done by another high-speed video camera and illumination 

component. The second and smaller pattern is used for this test due to core diameter of 

illumination laser (1.5 mm). Four different tests, with this new sensors, are done related to 

consider the reliability and validity of the test and also figuring out how other parameters 

will effect on scribing process to overcome scribing depth overlapping. The repeatability 

test, by showing the nearby spectra lines to each other and similarity pictures of high-speed 

camera, covers the reliability of the experiment. Different focal length results based on 

spectrometer shows that the shorter focal length than the standard one, scribes with more 

intensity about 3000 Au and longer focal length scribes with less intensity less around 1000 

Au, while The camera pictures shows narrower and wider scribing lines for longer and 

shorter focal length respectively. Different laser power results according spectrometer shows 

the higher laser power scribe deeper because of the higher intensity of scribing and from the 

camera results, it has been shown the higher laser power have a little narrower scribing line 

than the lower laser power scribing lines. The different focal length results announced that 

according to the spectrometer, shorter pulse length scribe with more intensity than the longer 
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pulse lengths. However, the camera results show the similar wide of scribing lines. All of 

analysis comes from the comparison between different parameters regarding to the desired 

scribing depth parameters, are achieved from first test. 

 

5.3       Possible Improvement 

There are several ideas to improve the use of tested tools for adaptive processing. First idea, 

the spectrometer could be applied coaxially at the station. It will reduce the times of testing 

to obtain the appropriate results as well as avoiding some loss light from the scribing test. In 

addition, it will protect the monitor part of optical fiber of spectrometer from the dust and 

debris, which could have attached to a monitor part of spectrometer. Because of that, some 

part of emissions could be ignored. This idea will hugely effect on improving the accuracy 

aspect of the spectrometer results. 

 

Other idea is synchronizing two monitoring sensors together. It means spectrometer and 

high-speed camera connect to each other and carry out monitoring just by starting one of 

them. If the high-speed video camera and spectrometer are triggered automatically with each 

other, it would be much faster monitoring process. In addition, comparison of these results 

are more accurate and trustable.  

 

The last idea is relevant to vital aspect of solar cell scribing, the thickness of scribing layer.  

The manufacturer of spectrometer, Ocean Optics, announce that they produce the optimized 

device for measuring the thickness. The foundation system of this thickness measurement is 

spectroscopic reflectometry. This device could measure different thickness of scribing layer 

and it avoids to penetration under layer.  
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6         CONCLUSION 

 

 

The outcome of this thesis is divided into two main parts. The first part is related to the 

theoretically aspects of solar cell scribing, and the second part expresses the function of two 

monitoring sensors as well as other required devices at this station. Also all the results of 

monitoring test for scribing process are discussed deeply at this part. 

 

According to the studied articles, the first part discuses about the theoretically aspect of the 

thesis. It includes a deeply consideration of: the foundation of solar cell especially CIGS 

solar cell, manufacturing process of CIGS solar cell and critical aspects of that. The quality 

evaluator of CIGS solar cell scribing is studied. 

 

The second part, applied tools are reported as well as monitoring sensors, high-speed camera 

and spectrometer. Also all the results are deeply discussed. There are four different types of 

monitoring experiments after finding the appropriate parameters for laser scribing the 

sample. The first test is done juts to cover the reliability aspect of experiment. The other tests 

are done to figure out that, how changing the parameters of scribing will effect of the quality 

of scribing process by both high-speed video camera and spectrometer, which monitored co-

axially and off- axially respectively.  

 

These variable parameters are Focal length, laser power and pulse duration.  At focal length 

test, the results of spectrometer show the top line is related to the standard focal length and 

the results of camera show clearly different width of scribing for standard focal length of 

scribing in comparison with other not-standard focal length of scribing test. At laser power 

test, according to spectrometer results, the top scribing line is related to higher laser power, 

which means more laser power produce deeper scribing process, and according to the result 

of camera, more laser power produce lower width of scribing test. At pulse duration test, 

based on spectrometer results, the top shaky line of scribing is related to the lower pulse 

duration. It means that the lower pulse duration could scribe more deeply but based on the 

result of camera different pulse duration does not highly effect on width of scribing process. 
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